Marketing Campaigns Manager
Deliver the right offer, to the right person,
at the right moment
Today end users are overwhelmed by information
and dominated by a sense of immediacy.
Furthermore, new competitive pressures, such as free
Wi-Fi or regulatory changes, and a shift in user
behaviour from voice/messaging towards data
applications, and their increased demand for
personalized services and a better experience are
having an impact on both domestic and roaming
businesses. This is forcing mobile operators to revisit
their strategies.

Marketing Campaigns Manager helps you to
face these challenges and generate new incomes.
With this contextual marketing tool you will
engage your subscribers, providing them with the
most relevant offers in real-time, enabling them to
purchase at that speciﬁc moment. This improves
your subscribers’ experience whilst increasing
your revenues.

Monetize every subscriber interaction with
contextual real time engagement.

Key Benefits
For YOUR BUSINESS
> Increase revenues as your end
users consume more.
> Reduce churn as user satisfaction
increases.
> Attract new customers through
smart data packages.
> Improve user segmentation
through data from external sources Big Data, CRM...

> New revenue streams through
sponsored data and monetization of
your end users’ location.
> Greater negotiation power
on wholesale data roaming
connections due to higher volumes.
> Helps you to fulﬁl regulatory
requirements.

For YOUR SUBSCRIBERS
> Offers based on their preferences.
> Reassurance that costs remain
under control.
> High quality experience with realtime offers.
> Captive portal to view, purchase
and manage their own experience.
> Immediate purchase option for
end users via opt-in process.

> Multi-channel interaction: SMS, USSD,
E-mail, Captive Portal…
> Analytics tool to monitor campaign
performance and continuously
improve offers.
> Flexible pricing model.
> Fully LTE compliant Policy & Charging
Rules Function.
> Track usage to manage fair usage policy
and bill-shock.
> Service ﬁltering and gating rules.
> Dynamic control of service quality.

Service Features

Monitor Performance

Data Usage Control
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Subscriber Interaction
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> Real-time management reporting
functions with easy to use dashboards
and reports.
> Captive Portal to improve your
subscribers’ journey, allowing them to
manage activation and consumption.
> GTP proxy functionality to provide
control, charging and shallow DPI
functions.
> Integration with operator systems.
> 24 x 7 multilingual support.
> Integrated in our IPX, SCCP and LTE
carrier environment.

Subscriber Segmentation
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Campaign Manager

Real-time Decision

Our Marketing Campaigns Manager solution is based on a modular architecture that allows you to
communicate with your subscribers through multiple channels at the right moment, using real-time and
historical triggers, and to monetize these interactions.

Sample Use Cases
Sponsored Data

Data Offers Management

Silent Roamers

Rewards

Collaborate with OTT and App providers
to incentivize subscribers

Identify and encourage silent roamers to
use data through attractive promotions

Data Sharing Plans

Allow your subscribers to share data
plans between several devices

www.globalsolutions.telefonica.com

Give customers control over their
data packages

Reward your subscribers based
on their preferences

Location-Based Offers

“Our customers are very satisfied.
Thanks to Marketing Campaigns
Manager we have been able to
build our entire roaming value
proposition which we market
under the Vivo Travel brand.”
Erika Enrique
Products & Services Specialist
Vivo

Create offers associated to your
subscribers’ physical location
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